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Abstract—A versatile scheduling problem to model a three-way
tradeoff between delay/age, distortion, and energy is considered.
The considered problem called the age and quality of information
(AQI) is to select which packets to transmit at each time slot
to minimize a linear combination of the distortion cost, the
age/delay cost and the energy transmission cost in an online
fashion. AQI generalizes multiple important problems such as
age of information (AoI), the remote estimation problem with
sampling constraint, the classical speed scaling problem among
others. The worst case input model is considered, where the
performance metric is the competitive ratio. A greedy algorithm
is proposed that is shown to be 2-competitive, independent of all
parameters of the problem. For the special case of AQI problem,
a greedy online maximum weight matching based algorithm is
also shown to be 2-competitive.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider multiple sources evolving over time with the ith
sources’ sample si(t) arriving at a scheduler consisting of
Bi(t) bits at time t, e.g. a cyber-physical system such as
multiple sensors in a car. From a quality of service (QoS)
view, each of the sources would like to send as many of their
bits to the receiver/monitor to have the smallest distortion, and
as quickly as possible, to minimize delay/age, but there is a
limit on the speed of transmission (accounted using an energy
cost).
Thus, a three-fold tradeoff emerges between the information
freshness (delay/age), the number of bits sent for each source
(that controls distortion), and the total energy consumed. To
model this tradeoff, we consider an objective function that is a
linear combination of delay/age, distortion, and energy, which
we call as age and quality of information (AQI) problem.
In particular, sample si(t) that arrives at time t with
Bi(t) bits is divided into ℓi(t) equal sized sub-samples of
size b (called sub-packets). Among the ℓi(t) sub-packets if
|Sp(t)| ≤ ℓi(t) sub-packets are actually sent by the algorithm,
where the last sub-packet among the |Sp(t)| is sent at time
dp(t), then the distortion cost is given by D(|Sp(t)|) while
the delay/age cost is Cp(dp(t) − t). Function D is assumed
to be sub-modular to capture the diminishing returns property,
while C is assumed to be convex. Moreover, if k sub-packets
(possibly belonging to different samples) are sent in time slot t,
then energy cost is assumed to be g(k) where g(.) is a convex
function. The overall objective function is a linear combination
of D(.), Cp(.) and g(.) and the decision variable at each time
slot is to send how many sub-packets among the outstanding
ones.
AQI problem generalizes the age of information (AoI)
problem, where the metric is the freshness of information at
the receiver side, that has become a very popular object of
theoretical interest in recent past [1]–[5]. A nice review can
be found in [6]. One important limitation of the AoI metric is
that each source sample is binary, Bi(t) = 1, i.e., the receiver
is only interested in knowing whether a certain event has
happened or not, and the objective is to minimize its staleness.
AQI problem clearly has applications in transmission
of video files, where files are coded in multiple resolu-
tions/formats, HD or SD etc., and the objectives are to
transmit files in as high a resolution possible subject to strict
delay constraints and energy usage. Lot of work has been
accomplished in this direction [7]–[9], however, to the best
of our knowledge not for the formulation of this paper.
AQI problem was first considered in [10] but only for the
offline case, where a fixed number n of packets (samples)
with bits Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are available at the transmitter at
the start of communication. Some structural results for the
optimal offline solution for the AQI problem were derived in
[10], e.g., that the optimal order of transmission of packets is
in increasing order of Bi, and that the offline AQI problem is
jointly convex. The results of [10] do not apply for the online
setting, the focus of this paper.
AQI problem is similar to the classical rate-distortion (RD)
problem [11], where the objective is to find minimum trans-
mission rate to support a given distortion constraint under
a specific distortion metric. Typically, the RD problem is a
considered for single source-destination pair, with infinitely
large blocklengths [11] or finite blocklengths [12] and [13].
AQI problem can be seen as a slotted resource allocation
analogue of the RD problem with multiple sources.
Many variants of the AoI problem have been considered in
prior work [2], [4], [5], with two main variants that are ‘near’
special cases of the AQI problem are [14] and [15]. In [14],
multiple sources are considered, and at each time slot one bit
of information from only one of the source (say i) can be
communicated, and the objective is to minimize the long-term
weighted sum of the ages of all sources, subject to individual
source throughput constraints. An algorithm that is at most
2 times the optimal cost is derived [14]. The probabilistic
communication model is also incorporated in [14], where each
source’s communication is successful with probability pi. This
problem generalizes the throughput maximization problem
[16] for the AoI metric.
In [15], a single source following a Wiener process is
sampled at discrete time epochs, and the samples are sent
to the receiver over a random delay channel under a first-
come-first-come schedule (FCFS). The problem is to find the
optimal sampling epochs so as to minimize the mean square
error at the receiver under a sampling frequency constraint at
the transmitter. This sampling problem [15] has elements that
are similar to the AQI problem, like accounting for distortion
because of infrequent sampling and random delay channel,
however, it is limited to a single source and does not account
for energy needed for transmitting the samples and the delay
is not dependent on the size of the samples, since transmitting
more bits for one sample delays the transmission for other
samples.
The AQI problem can inherently capture the individual
throughput constraints of each source (like in [14]) by weigh-
ing the source distortion/delay appropriately in the objective
function without explicitly enforcing it. Similarly, the sampling
frequency constraint as considered in [15] for each source
is implicitly included in the AQI problem without explicitly
enforcing it, since there are multiple sources and the energy
function is convex, resulting in each source getting its trans-
mission turn only at a certain rate similar to [15].
In this paper, we consider the worst case input setting for the
AQI problem to model the most general setting, where each
source sample si(t) (arrival time or Bi(t)) need not follow
any distribution and can even be chosen by an adversary.
Under this worst case setting, the performance metric is the
competitive ratio, the ratio of the cost of any online algorithm
and the optimal offline algorithm that knows all the future
information, and the goal is to derive an online algorithm with
least competitive ratio over all possible input sequences. Even
though this setting appears too pessimistic, surprisingly we are
able to derive algorithms that have competitive ratios of 2, as
detailed later.
AQI problem is also closely related to the classical speed
scaling problem [17]–[21], where jobs arrive over time and on
its arrival each job has to be assigned to one of the multiple
servers, where the server speed is variable, and running at
speed s incurs a cost of P (s). Typically, the objective is
to minimize a linear combination of the flow time and total
energy consumption, where flow time is the sum of response
time (departure-arrival time for any jobs) of all jobs. Near-
optimal algorithms are known for speed scaling for a single
server [18], [19], even in the worst case, but not for multiple
servers, where speed augmentation is shown to be necessary
(the online algorithm is allowed an extra speed of 1+ǫ over the
offline optimal algorithm) and the competitive ratio guarantees
are O(1/ǫ) [20], [21]. For the special case when P (s) = sα,
the competitive ratio guarantees of O(α) are possible [20],
[21] without any speed augmentation, where the algorithms
are a variant of processor sharing.
The AQI problem considered in this paper can model a
slotted version of the speed scaling problem with multiple
servers, where the speed once chosen is fixed for a time slot,
while in the usual speed scaling problem speed can be changed
continuously. AQI problem importantly enjoys an extra ’par-
allelizing’ flexibility compared to the speed scaling problem,
where different segments of each job can be processed on
different servers. This feature of job splitting and parallel
processing, is however, common in modern systems [22], [23],
e.g. mapreduce [24], and also inherently part of the processor
sharing based algorithms [20], [21] (best known algorithm for
speed scaling with multiple servers), where in a short time
span multiple jobs receive service from multiple servers.
A. Contributions
• We begin with a special case, the binary-AQI problem,
where all samples si(t) are of same size Bi(t) = b,
i.e., each packet has only one sub-packet, and the only
decision choice is whether to transmit the sub-packet at
all (in which time slot) or not at all.
This binary case is a generalization of the usual AoI
metric [1], [14] with an additional distortion and energy
cost. For each time slot t, we define energy mini-slots
ckt, where k represents the incremental energy required
to send an extra sub-packet of b bits in the same slot,
i.e. g′(k) − g′(k − 1), where g′(k) = g(kb), and g(x)
is the convex energy cost to send x bits in a single
time slot. For the binary AQI problem, at time t, we
define a bipartite graph between the outstanding sub-
packets O(t) (left side nodes) and energy mini-slots
ckt′ , t
′ ≥ t (right side nodes), where the edge weight
between a source sample s ∈ O(t) and mini-slot ckt′ is
D(b)− C(t′ − t)− g′(k)− g′(k − 1).
For this bipartite graph, we propose a local greedy online
matching algorithm, that at each time slot t, finds a
maximum weight matching using the causally available
information, and at time slot t transmits all the sub-
packets that are matched to the mini-slots ckt of slot t,
and progresses similarly for all time slots.
We show that this algorithm is 2-competitive, thus finding
a near optimal solution for the binary AQI even under the
worst case. Recall that in [14], a 2-competitive algorithm
has been derived only for AoI metric without accounting
for distortion and energy cost, and moreover the results
are in expectation and not for worst case.
It is worth noting that no online maximum weight match-
ing algorithm has a bounded competitive ratio when the
edge weights are arbitrary [25]–[27]. To derive online
algorithms with bounded competitive ratio [26], [27] a
secretarial model of input is assumed, where left side
nodes arrive in a uniformly random order. We avoid
this restriction by exploiting the exact utility function
that governs the edge weights, (the edge weights on all
outgoing edges for a packet are related) and show that a
greedy algorithm is 2-competitive.
• For the general AQI problem, each packet having multiple
sub-packets makes the counting of delay/age harder, and
we use a greedy algorithm to associate each outstanding
sub-packet to the energy mini-slots (defined for the binary
AQI problem), that provides the largest incremental in-
crease in the AQI objective function. The general AQI
problem is related to the standard sub-modular func-
tion maximization [28], for which a greedy algorithm
is known to have a competitive ratio of 2. The AQI
problem has several extra attributes/constraints compared
to the standard sub-modular function maximization (see
Problem 3 definition), and hence the above classical result
does not hold directly for the AQI problem. We show
that the proposed algorithm is also 2-competitive for the
general AQI problem, via carefully constructed reductions
from the greedy algorithms for the standard sub-modular
function maximization [28],
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a slotted time system, and without loss of
generality assume that each slot is of unit length. Consider
multiple sources evolving over time with the ith sources’
sample/packet pi(t) arriving at the scheduler at time slot
t consisting of Bi(t) bits. To keep the exposition simple,
we define costs for each packet corresponding to the same
source separately. Source based costs can also be incorporated
(as shown in Section V-A), however, makes the notation
cumbersome in general. Thus, in general, a set of packets P(t)
arrive at the scheduler at time slot t from multiple sources, and
the arrival time of packet p is denoted by Ap.
Packet p ∈ P(t) has Bp bits which without loss of
generality is assumed to be some multiple of b bits (b is a
constant). We split each packet p into kp = Bp/b sub-packets,
and define the cost of packet p as follows.
To keep the model most general, we define the utility
function for packet p ∈ P(Ap) to be time dependent as
Vp(t − Ap) : N → R. For each packet p, let 1, . . . , |Sp(t)|
denote the ordered sub-packets scheduled to be transmitted
among its kp sub-packets by time t (details in Remark 2). Let
dp(t) be the last time slot at which any of the |Sp(t)| sub-
packets are transmitted. A simple but general enough example
for Vp at time t that will be useful throughout the paper is
Vp(t−Ap+1) = Dp(|Sp(t)|)−Cp(dp(t)−Ap+1), ∀t ≥ Ap.
(1)
where Dp is a utility function that is naturally expected to
follow law of diminishing returns, i.e., the incremental utility
in transmitting more sub-packets decreases as the number of
transmitted sub-packets increase. In particular we assume Dp
to be sub-modular (Definition 1). A popular example for D
that is sub-modular is D(ℓ) = 2(kp−ℓ)b [10], [29]. Importantly,
sub-modular functions also include linear functions. Function
Cp accounts for the usual delay metric, or the more modern
age metric. Typically Cp is assumed to be convex, e.g.,
Cp(dp(t) − Ap + 1) = cp(dp(t) − Ap + 1) a linear delay
cost.
For each packet p, the ’effective’ utility is
Vp = lim
t→∞
Vp(t−Ap + 1).
Remark 1. We can even allow individual hard packet dead-
lines in this model, by making Vp(t − Ap) = 0 if dp(t) > cp
if the deadline for packet p is cp. All the results presented in
this paper apply when packets have individual hard deadlines,
but we suppress the extra notation required to state this
everywhere for the ease of exposition.
In each slot, if k sub-packets are transmitted simultaneously,
the energy cost is assumed to be g(k), where g(.) is convex
function with g(0) = 0. For example, g(k) = 2kb − 1 using
the Shannon formula.
Problem 1. For arbitrary positive weights wp, the overall
objective function is
V =
∑
p∈P(t)
wpVp −
∑
t
g(xt), (2)
where in slot t, xt sub-packets (possibly corresponding to
different packets) are transmitted. The problem is to maximize
V with respect to xt and which sub-packets to transmit among
the packets that have arrived till t, for each time slot t. We
call Problem 1, as age and quality of information (AQI), since
it models the tradeoff between the two important metrics,
age/delay and the distortion (quality) for packets/sources.
Remark 2. For allowing packet splitting and assigning a
distortion metric with respect to the number of transmitted
sub-packets Dp(|Sp|), we are essentially assuming that a
compression algorithm is used to create a courser-to-finer
quantization of packets into sub-packets, with the increas-
ing index of sub-packets. Essentially sub-packet i has utility
D(i)−D(i−1). Thus, sub-packet 1 is most important and the
importance level of sub-packets decreases with the sub-packet
index, because of the sub-modular property. This also ensures
that the sub-packets are delivered in order, i.e., sub-packet i
is always delivered before sub-packet j, j > i since the utility
(importance) of i is more than that of sub-packet j.
We consider the online setting to solve Problem 1, where the
algorithm has to make a causal decision about xt and which
sub-packets to transmit at time t, and where the future packet
arrivals can be adversarial. The performance metric for online
algorithms is called the competitive ratio, that is defined for
an algorithm A as
rA = min
σ
VA(σ)
VOPT(σ)
, (3)
where σ = {P(t)} is the input sequence of packets, and OPT
is the optimal offline algorithm (unknown) that knows the
input sequence in advance. The objective is to find A∗ that
maximizes rA. This setup appears too pessimistic, however, in
the sequel, we show that online algorithms with competitive
ratio of at most 2 are possible.
Definition 1. Let N be a finite set, and let 2N be the power
set of N . A real-valued set function f : 2N → R is said to be
monotone if f(S) ≤ f(T ) for S ⊆ T ⊆ N , and sub-modular
if f(S∪{i})−f(S) ≥ f(T∪{i})−f(T ) for every S ⊆ T ⊂ N
and every j /∈ T .
III. BINARY AQI PROBLEM
In this section, we consider a special case of the AQI
problem, called the binary AQI problem, where each packet p
has b bits, i.e. kp = 1. Even in this setting, the AQI problem,
is non-trivial, where the decision that the online algorithm has
to make is to whether transmit a particular packet p at all, and
if yes, in which slot.
In order to solve Binary AQI problem, we introduce a more
general problem, called the online maximum-weight matching
with vertex locking as follows.
Problem 2 (Online Maximum-Weight Matching with Vertex
Locking). Given a bipartite graph G = (A∪B,E) where left
nodes a ∈ A arrive sequentially in time (arbitrary order) and
right nodes B are available ahead of time. On its arrival, a
reveals the weight wab ≥ 0 for edges {(a, b) : b ∈ B}. Each
node b ∈ B has a locking time Tb, i.e., if b is not matched
to any a ∈ A by then, it cannot be matched thereafter, and
if some a ∈ A is matched to b at time Tb, then edge (a, b)
is always part of the (final) matching. Until time Tb the left
node matched to b can be changed. Under these constraints,
the objective is to construct an online matching from A to B
having maximum weight, where a can be matched to some b
any time after its arrival, and also the matched edge to a can
be changed to any of the unlocked b’s at any time.
Problem 1 under the binary case kp = 1 ∀ p is an instance
of Problem 2 by noting the following.
1) The set of left nodes (A) are the set of packets P .
2) The set of right nodes are energy sub-slots {bt,i, i =
1, 2, . . . } for each time slot t, where i represents the
(energy sub-slots) number of packets that are simulta-
neously transmitted in the same time slot. Matching any
packet p to vertex bt,i means that p is transmitted in
time-slot t with i − 1 other packets, thus incurring an
additional incremental energy cost of g(i) − g(i − 1).
The edge e between packet p ∈ P and bt,i has weight:
we = Vp(t− Tp)− [g(i)− g(i− 1)].
3) The set of vertices {bt,i, i = 1, 2, . . . } lock at time t,
corresponding to expiration of time slot t.
Remark 3. We have modelled our binary AQI problem as
an online bipartite matching problem, however, it is worth
noting that no online maximum weight matching algorithm
has a bounded competitive ratio when the edge weights are
arbitrary [25]–[27]. To derive online algorithms with bounded
competitive ratio [26], [27] a secretarial model of input is
assumed, where left side nodes arrive in a uniformly random
order. We avoid the secretarial input model restriction by
exploiting the exact utility function that governs the edge
weights, and show that an online greedy algorithm is 2-
competitive.
We propose Algorithm 1 to solve Problem 2 that maintains
a temporary matching TEMP at every time instant that is the
maximum-weight matching between unlocked (not matched to
locked vertices of B) vertices of A with the unlocked vertices
in B. When any b ∈ B locks, edge from TEMP that is matched
to b is added to the final output matching, PERM. Every time
a new vertex in A arrives, TEMP is recomputed.
Algorithm 1
1: Initialize: PERM = φ, TEMP = φ
2: All nodes of B are unlocked
3: while t ≤ T do
4: On arrival of vertex a ∈ A at time slot t
5: a is defined to be unlocked
6: TEMP ← maximum weight matching between un-
locked nodes of A and unlocked nodes of B.
7: If vertex b ∈ B locks at time slot t,
8: if ∃a′ : (a′, b) ∈ TEMP then
9: PERM← PERM ∪ {(a′, b)}
10: a′ is locked
11: end if
12: end while
13: Return PERM
In the context of Problem 1, on arrival of each new packet,
Algorithm 1 finds a temporary matching between the outstand-
ing packets, and the current and future energy sub-slots, and
makes the edges in the temporary matching permanent that
are incident on the expiring time slot. We have the following
result for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1. For input σ, let the offline-optimal matching
to Problem 2 as OPT with weight WOPT and the solution
generated by Algorithm 1 as PERM with weight WPERM, we
have
WPERM(σ) ≥
WOPT(σ)
2
.
The proof of Theorem 1 is very different from usual online
matching algorithms e.g. [26], [27] mainly because of the fact
that arriving packets can be sent in any time slot in future and
scheduling decisions can also be deferred to future slots.
Thus, Algorithm 1 is 2-competitive for solving the binary
AQI problem with the worst case and does not require en-
forcing the secretarial input. Even though Algorithm 1 has an
intuitive appeal it fails to provide a feasible solution for the
general AQI problem as can be seen by the following example.
Let a packet p that arrives at time slot 0 have two sub-packets
s1 and s2. Following (1), the delay for packet p is delay of
s1 plus the incremental delay for s2 starting from s1 (if s2
is transmitted) otherwise its delay of s1 itself. Thus, if s1 is
matched by Algorithm 1 to node bt,i for some i, i.e., it is
transmitted in slot t. Then to reflect the right delay cost (for
example (1)) for packet p, the weight of edges from s2 have
to be changed (to account for incremental delay cost from
s1) depending on the choice made by Algorithm 1. Thus,
dynamically, edge weights have to be changed depending
on the earlier scheduling choices made by the Algorithm 1,
making it hard to compare it against OPT. Thus, in the next
section, we propose a more general online problem to model
the general AQI problem and derive its competitive ratio.
IV. GENERAL AQI PROBLEM
In this section, to solve Problem 1, we introduce a more
general problem (Online Resource Allocation with Locking
(Problem 3)) and provide a 2-competitive algorithm for that.
Problem 3 (Online Resource Allocation Problem with Lock-
ing). Resources r ∈ R arrive online at time Tr and a set of
bins B are available before hand. The valuation of allocating
r to b ∈ B is given by a monotone and submodular set-
function Z(S) : 2R×B → R+ is given, with increments
ρ(r, b|S) := Z(S∪{(r, b)})−Z(S). The following properties
of the problem make it very different from the standard
online sub-modular maximization (Problem 4) because : i)
any resource r ∈ R can be allocated to any bin at any time
after its arrival and not necessarily on its arrival, ii) each bin
b ∈ B locks at an arbitrary time Tb. Once a bin b locks, no
new resources from R can be allocated to or removed from
b from that time onwards, iii) the allocation of r ∈ R to a
bin is revocable, i.e., allowed to be changed to any other bin
that has not been locked by then. Finally, any r ∈ R can be
discarded at any time, i.e., not allocated to any bin in which
case it accumulates a value of 0. The objective is to find an
online allocation of resources in R to bins B that maximizes
Z(S) under the above defined constraints.
We now show that Problem 1 is a special case of Problem
3 as follows.
1) The set of resources (R) are the set of all sub-packets
∪p∈P(t){pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , kp}. When packet p arrives,
kp resources arrive, resource rpi corresponds to sub-
packet pi.
2) There is a bin bt for each time slot t. Allocating multiple
resources to bt indicates that the corresponding sub-
packets are scheduled to be transmitted together at time
slot t.
3) Let S = {(pi, bti), i = 1, 2, . . . }, where each (pi, bti)
pair indicates that sub-packet pi of packet p is transmit-
ted at time ti, and Z(S) is defined as :
Z(S) =
∑
p∈P
Dp(|Sp|)−
∑
p∈P
Cp(dp−Ap)−
∑
t
g(|Sbt |)
(4)
to match (1), where |Sbt | is the number of sub-packets
allocated to bin bt (time slot t) in S, |Sp| is the number
of sub-packets of packet p that have been allocated in S
(that will be transmitted) and dp is the earliest time slot
after which no sub-packet of packet p is allocated in S. It
easily follows that Z(S) is monotone and sub-modular,
since Dp is a monotone and sub-modular function, and
Cp and g are increasing and convex functions. The
incremental valuation of Z(S) also follows from (4)
explicitly. In the solution S, let dSp denote the time at
which the last subpacket of packet p is scheduled. Then,
the incremental valuation of Z(S) when subpacket pj of
packet p is allocated at time tj is:
ρ(pj , btj |S) =∆Dp(|Sp|)−∆g(|Sbtj |)
− [Cp(max{d
S
p , tj} −Ap)
− Cp(d
S
p −Ap)]
(5)
where ∆f(x) = f(x+ 1)− f(x).
4) At the end of each time-slot t, the bin bt locks. This
reflects the causality constraint that once the time-slot
t expires, sub-packets already transmitted in that slot
cannot be undone or transmitted again, and no new sub-
packets can be transmitted in time slot t.
Remark 4. As discussed earlier, the binary AQI problem
cannot handle the case when there is more than one sub-
packet for any packet, since it is limited in its ability to
count incremental delays for sub-packets. Problem 3 allows
the flexibility of the delay associated with serving a sub-
packet at some time t to depend on the last time a sub-packet
from the same packet was served. To illustrate this point, for
instance, consider the case when some packet p having two
sub-packets s1 and s2, and WLOG assume that s1 is scheduled
at time t1, where the running solution of packet-time slot
allocation is S. Then the increment in valuation of S upon
processing subpacket s1 at time t1, from (5), would be equal
to ρ(s1, bt1 |S) = Dp(1) − ∆g(|Sbt1 |) − Cp(t1 − Ap). Here,
the total delay of packet p is accounted for, since ρ(s1, bt1 |S)
contains the term Cp(t1 − Ap). Scheduling s1 at time t1
augments the current solution S with the tuple (s1, bt1), and
the solution at any future point S′, is guaranteed to include
both S and (s1, bt1). If subpacket s2 is scheduled at a later
time t2, the increment in valuation of S
′, again follows from
(5): ρ(s2, bt2 |S
′) = Dp(2) −Dp(1)−∆g(|Sbt2 |) − [Cp(t2 −
Ap) − Cp(t1 − Ap)]. The term Cp(t2 − Ap) − Cp(t1 − Ap)
captures the incremental delay of s2 starting from s1 which is
implicitly dependent on t1, the time at which a subpacket from
p is transmitted. Thus the overall delay faced by packet p is
captured in two parts: the delay of s1, and the incremental
delay of s2 starting from s1. The flexibility of Z(S) in
Problem 3 allows us to define ρ(s2, bt2 |S
′) this way, to include
Cp(t2 −Ap)−Cp(t1 −Ap) which is implicitly dependent on
t1.
We propose the following greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2)
to solve Problem 3, where S ⊆ R × B, and ρ(r, b|S) :=
Z(S ∪ {(r, b)})−Z(S). Note that Algorithm 2 makes irrevo-
cable resource-bin allocations even though Problem 3 allows
revocable allocations to unlocked bins.
Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm for Problem 3
1: procedure GREEDY
2: Initialize: G0 = φ, i = 0
3: while t ≤ T do
4: if at some time t, resource r arrives then
5: Irrevocably allocate r to bin b
6: if b⋆ = argmax
b∈Bt
{
ρ(r, b|Gi−1)
}
7: ⊲ Tie: broken arbitrarily
8: Gi ← Gi−1 ∪ {(r, b⋆)}, i← i+ 1
9: end if
10: end while
11: Return G = GN
12: end procedure
Theorem 2. For Problem 3, with input σ, let the online
solution generated by Algorithm 2 beG and the optimal-offline
solution be OPT, then we have that:
Z(G) ≥
Z(OPT)
2
.
Thus, Theorem 2 shows that the greedy algorithm similar
to the standard sub-modular maximization [28] achieves a
competitive ratio of at least 1/2 for Problem 3 even though
by definition it has more attributes and more flexibility than
the standard sub-modular maximization. In the context of AQI
problem, which as shown before is a special case of Problem
3, this is significant since AQI problem has many different
combinatorial elements, and the cost functions Dp, Cp and
g are fairly generic. In the next section (Section V), we
show that the specific instances of AQI problem can be used
to model various well studied problems in literature, and
guarantees derived in Theorem 2 carry over to them, which
were previously not known.
V. SPECIAL CASES OF THE AQI PROBLEM
In this section, we describe that three important problems,
as discussed in the Introduction, can be closely modelled by
the AQI problem.
A. Age of Information with Multiple Sources
An AoI problem with s sources was considered in [14],
that generalizes the single user AoI metric, where there are
multiple sources, and at any time information about only one
of the sources can be transmitted to the monitor. For a fixed
source, if event/update i happens at time ti which is made
available at the receiver at time t, then age for update i is
∆i = t − ti, and overall age is the time average of ∆i’s,
area under the curve as shown in Fig. 1 normalized by time
horizon.
Consider a source s1 that generates events at times {ti, i =
1, 2, . . . }. We use ei to represent the event occurring at time ti,
for example i = 1, 2, 3 as shown in Fig. 2. Let e1 and e2 be
scheduled to be transmitted at slot t and t + 2 respectively,
as shown by solid lines in Fig. 2. Given this allocation,
we next define the edge weights (ρ(eti , bt|S)) in Fig. 2
between event e3 and multiple slots as dotted lines to correctly
reflect the age metric. Recall that for the corresponding AQI
problem, the objective is to maximize the difference between
the total value (accrued by processing events) and the average
age of information. For simplicity, let the value accrued by
transmitting any of the events ei for source s1 be Ds1 .
Since e2 is already scheduled to be transmitted at slot t+2,
scheduling e3 to be processed at slot before or at t+2 does not
increase the age. Moreover, ρ(e3, bk|S) = 0 for all k ≤ t+2,
since if e3 is sent before e2, e2 will be outdated and accrue
no value. To be precise, e2 accrues no value if e3 is sent
before e2, so without loss of generality, we let the increment
ρ(e3, bk|S) = 0 for all k ≤ t+ 2 over the previous allocation
S. Thus the edge weights from e3 to slot t + 1, and t + 2
are zero. Scheduling e3 at slot t + 3 or t + 4 increases the
area under the sawtooth curve (Fig. 1) by ∆2 + 0.5 (blue
area) and 2∆2+2 (blue + green area) respectively. Therefore,
ρ(e3, bt+3|S) is defined as Ds1 −∆2 + 0.5 and ρ(e3, bt+3|S)
is defined as Ds1 − (2∆2 + 2).
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4
∆1
∆2
t1 t2 t3
Area =
∆2 + 0.5
Area =
∆2 + 1.5
Fig. 1: Age of Information (∆2 = t+ 2− t3)
∆1 = t− t2 ∆2 = t+ 2− t3
Timeline of events from s1
t3 t2 t1
Age
t ∆1
t+ 1 ∆1 + 1
t+ 2 ∆2
t+ 3 ∆2+1
t+ 4 ∆2+2
0
Ds1 − (2∆1 + 2)
0
Ds1 − (∆2 + 0.5)
Ds1 − (2∆2 + 2)
Fig. 2: ρ(r, b|S) for source s1 and b = bt, bt+1, . . . (Solid
edges ∈ S, dotted edges 6∈ S)
Thus the AQI problem is a generalization of the AoI
problem [14], where the general delay cost C(.) can model
the age metric for each of the sources, while the throughput
constraint is inherently captured via the distortion function.
The additional feature of the AQI problem is the inclusion
of the energy cost, which captures the physical limits on the
speed of transmission.
B. Remote Sampling
A remote sampling problem is considered in [15], where an
observer measures a single Wiener process that it wants to be
reproduced at the receiver/monitor under a sampling frequency
constraint. The channel between the observer and monitor
is a random delay channel, and first-in-first-out schedule is
enforced for the transmission queue. Let Wt be the true value
of the Wiener process at time t, and Wˆt be the reproduced
value at the monitor, the objective is to minimize the MMSE
1
T
E
{∫ T
0 (Wt − Wˆt)
2
}
subject to a sampling constraint at the
observer.
AQI problem takes a slotted view of this remote estimation
problem, where the packet distortion (Wt − Wˆt)
2 is captured
by how many sub-packets of each packets are transmitted
(function Dp), and the delay is accounted explicitly by count-
ing the difference between the arrival of the packet and the
reception of its last transmitted sub-packet. Moreover, the
sampling frequency constraint is enforced implicitly since
there are packets arriving from multiple sources and energy
cost is convex. Thus each sources’ packets get a transmission
chance only with a fixed maximum rate. AQI problem, is
however, more general, since packets can be generated from
multiple sources, and more importantly, no constraints are
enforced on source distribution. The source samples can be
generated arbitrarily or even by an adversary. In comparison
to [15] which derives an optimal algorithm for the Wiener
process, the GREEDY algorithm for the AQI problem is 2-
competitive for this general setting.
C. Speed Scaling with Multiple Servers
We show in this subsection that AQI problem can model
the classical speed scaling problem [17]–[21] with multiple
servers. With speed scaling, jobs arrive over time and on its
arrival each job has to be assigned to one of the multiple
servers, where the server speed is variable, and running at
speed s incurs a cost of Pi(s) for server i. Both preemption
and job-migration is also allowed, i.e., a single job can be
processed by different servers at different times.
The AQI problem can model a slotted version of the speed
scaling problem with multiple servers, where the speed once
chosen is fixed for a time slot, while in the usual speed scaling
problem speed can be changed continuously. For modelling the
speed scaling problem with multiple servers m by the AQI
problem, we only need to replace the energy function g(k) by
gi(k) (convex function) for each of the i = 1, . . . ,m servers
that plays the role of Pi(s). One important point to note is
that, with the AQI problem, multiple sub-packets belonging to
the same packet can be served by multiple servers at the same
time, which is typically not allowed with the classical speed
scaling problem. However, the best known algorithms for
speed scaling with multiple servers [20], [21], use processor
sharing, that also ’inherently’ violate this constraint, since with
processor sharing using multiple servers, a fixed number of
jobs are processed by all the processors in each small time
interval.
It is easy to follow that with m servers, each having
energy function gi(k), Problem 3 just has m times more bins,
and algorithm GREEDY remains unchanged and its guarantee
derived in Theorem 2 still holds. Thus, the GREEDY algorithm
for the AQI problem that uses job splitting similar to processor
sharing of [20], [21] is a 2-competitive algorithm for the speed
scaling problem with multiple servers, which is far better
than the best known results of [20], [21], that are either P (.)
dependent or need speed augmentation compared the OPT.
An important point to note is that with classical speed scaling
all packets have to be transmitted. AQI problem allows the
flexibility of dropping certain packets if they are not profitable.
The constraint that all packets have to be transmitted can also
be enforced with AQI problem by controlling weights wp.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a resource allocation prob-
lem (called AQI problem) that captures the tradeoff between
three important cost metrics, delay/age, distortion, and energy.
The actual cost function is a linear combination of the three
costs, and under a worst-case model, an online algorithm is
proposed that is 2-competitive. The AQI problem is shown to
be ’close’ generalization of three important resource alloca-
tion problems, and the results derived in this paper provide
new/improved results for the three problems.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We follow the following notation for proving Theorem 1.
At is defined as the nodes in A that have arrived by time t.
Tb is the time at which vertex b ∈ B is locked. We denote
the set of locked vertices in B at time t as B⊥t and the set of
vertices in A matched to vertices in B⊥t as A
⊥
t . These will be
referred to as locked vertices in At. At \A
⊥
t are referred to as
the unlocked vertices in At. Lt is defined as the set of edges
that have been locked in (by virtue of their endpoints in B
having been locked) by time t. M(At, B, Lt) is the maximum
weight matching from At to B with the condition that the
matching must include the edges in Lt. Referring to Algorithm
1, it follows that at any time, TEMP, by definition is equal
to M(At, B, Lt) \Lt. νb is defined as the weight of the edge
matched to b ∈ B in the final matching generated by the
algorithm. For any vertex b ∈ B and time t, define ρt(b) as
follows:
ρt(b) =
{
W (At, B, Lt)−W (At, B \ {b}, Lt) t < Tb,
νb t ≥ Tb.
(6)
If b is unlocked at time t, ρt(b) is defined as W (At, B, Lt)−
W (At, B \ {b}, Lt). It is the difference in weights of the
maximum matching of At to B and At to B \{b} conditioned
on Lt being a subset of both matchings. If b is locked at time
t, then ρt(b) is defined as νb, the weight of the edge incident
on b in Lt. Suppose that node a ∈ A arrives at time t. Define
∆a := W (At, B, Lt)−W (At−1, B, Lt−1), the change in the
weight of TEMP due to this arrival. T is the time horizon, i.e.
the time at which all vertices in B are assumed to be locked.
We assume that no vertex in A arrives after time t.
Proof. At any time t, assume that some a ∈ A arrives, and
consider arbitrary bin b ∈ B that is not yet locked (at least
one unlocked bin exists from the definition of T ). Recall
that if at time t resource a arrives, ∆a = W (At, B, Lt) −
W (At−1, B, Lt−1), and ρt(b) = W (At, B, Lt) −W (At, B \
{b}, Lt) (since b has not locked yet). Therefore, we have:
∆a + ρt−1(b)
= [W (At, B, Lt)−W (At−1, B, Lt)] + (7)
[W (At−1, B, Lt)−W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt)] ,
= W (At, B, Lt)−W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt). (8)
The RHS of (8) must be at least as much as the weight of the
edge between a and b, wab, since a way to form the matching
M(At, B, Lt) is to form the (partial) matching M(At−1, B \
{b}, Lt) and augment the edge (a, b). Therefore,
∆a + ρt−1(b) ≥ wab,
⇒ ∆a + νb
(i)
≥ wab, (9)
where (i) follows from Lemma 1: ρt−1(b) ≤ ρT (b) = νb.
Inequality (9) holds for any arbitrary b ∈ B that is unlocked at
time t, in particular for the vertex b∗ to which a is matched in
the offline-optimal solution. Summing (9) over all (a, b∗) pairs
in the offline-optimal solution, and noting that
∑
a∈A∆a =∑
b∈B νb =WALG,
2WALG ≥WOPT .
Lemma 1. ρt(b) defined in (6) is a non-decreasing function
of t for any vertex b in B:
∀t ∈ [0, T − 1], ρt(b) ≤ ρt+1(b).
Intuitively, this means that as time progresses, the utility of
an unlocked vertex b increases until the time it is locked, and
once it is locked by definition anyway it has fixed utility νb.
The intuition for Lemma 1 is that if vertex b is added to the
set of right vertices, then at each time t till b locks, a dynamic
temporary matching matches some vertex at to b. If all packets
arrive at time 0, then a0 matched to b eventually becomes
permanent, and there is no change to ρt(b) with t. However,
as more packets arrive over time (that is what essentially time
progressing means in Lemma 1 statement), the availability of
b allows the matching algorithm more flexibility in finding
a matching with the largest weight, compared to when b is
not present. The rigorous proof of Lemma 1 is provided in
Appendix B.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Definition 2 (Flow network). A flow network is a directed
graph G = (V,E) with distinguished vertices denoted s
(source) and t (sink). Every edge e ∈ E is associated with
a weight we and a capacity ce, and is referred to as a we-
weight ce-capacity edge.
Definition 3 (flow). Given a flow network G = (V,E), with
weights we and capacity ce on every edge e ∈ E, a flow
f = {fe : e ∈ E} is a set satisfying the following properties:
1) ∀e ∈ E, 0 ≤ fe ≤ ce. The flow on an edge is positive
and cannot exceed the capacity of that edge. If the flow
through edge e is equal to ce, it is said to be saturated.
2) For an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, we use t(e) to denote u
and h(e) to denote v. Then,
∀v ∈ V \ {s, t},
∑
e∈E:t(e)=v
fe =
∑
e∈E:h(e)=v
fe
Given a flow f , fe is referred to as the flow through
edge e. The quantity
∑
e∈E fe.we is referred to as the
weight of the flow.
Proof of Lemma 1. For any vertex b, in case t > Tb, the proof
is trivial, since ρt(b) is defined as νb for any locked vertex
and remains fixed throughout. For t ≤ Tb, the proof follows
separately for 3 cases, where either:
a) Vertex b′ 6= b is locked (t < Tb): Since there is no
arrival, At = At−1. The set of locked edges at time t, Lt =
Lt−1∪e
′, where e′ is the edge in Lt incident on b
′ in the match-
ingM(At−1, B, Ft−1). By definition, since edge e
′ is incident
on b′ in the matching M(At−1, B, Lt−1), it is the edge that is
locked in at time t. The two matchings M(At−1, B, Lt) and
M(At−1, B, Lt−1) are identical. The only difference is that
the edge e′ is a part of Lt in M(At−1, B, Lt) since b
′ locks
at time t, but in M(At−1, B, Lt−1) e
′ is not included among
the edges in Lt−1 since b
′ has not locked yet. Therefore,
W (At−1, B, Lt) = W (At−1, B, Lt−1) (10)
The matchingM(At−1, B\{b}, Lt−1) is the optimal matching
between At−1 and B \ {b} when constrained to include Lt−1.
Therefore, it cannot have lower weight than any matching
between At−1 and B \ {b} when constrained to include Lt =
Lt−1∪{e
′} - one such matching being M(At−1, B \{b}, Lt).
W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt) ≤W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1) (11)
Subtracting (11) from (10) and using the fact that At =
At−1, from the definition of ρt(b) the Lemma follows for this
case.
b) Vertex b is locked (t = Tb): Since t = Tb, the weight
of the edge e = (a′, b) to b inM(At−1, B, Lt−1), wa′b is equal
to νb (as this edge is locked at time Tb). A valid matching
from the vertices in At−1 to B \ {b} that includes Lt−1 is:
M(At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1) with the edge e removed and with
a′ discarded. This matching has weight W (At−1, B, Lt−1)−
wa′b = W (At−1, B, Lt−1)−νb. SinceM(At−1, B\{b}, Lt−1)
is the optimal matching from At−1 to B \ {b} that includes
Lt−1, we have that:
W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1) ≥W (At−1, B, Lt−1)− νb
⇒ νb ≥W (At−1, B, Lt−1)−W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1)
= ρt−1(b),
⇒ ρt(b) ≥ ρt−1(b)
c) Vertex a ∈ A arrives: We begin with a brief proof
outline. In order to prove the Lemma statement in this case,
we construct a flow network N12 and consider a flow f12 on
it with weight W (At, B \ {b}, Lt) +W (At−1, B, Lt−1). We
then consider f∗, the maximum-weight flow over N12 and
show that it can be decomposed into valid flows, F1 and F2
such that the weight of F1 is upper bounded by W (At, B, Lt)
and the weight of F2 byW (At−1, B\{b}, Lt−1). Using H(f)
to denote the weight of a flow f over the network N12, we
have: W (At, B \ {b}, Lt) +W (At−1, B, Lt−1) = H(f12)
(i)
≤ H(f∗),
= H(F1) +H(F2),
≤W (At, B, Lt) +W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1),
where (i) follows by optimality of f∗. This implies that
W (At−1, B, Lt−1)−W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1)
≤W (At, B, Lt)−W (At, B \ {b}, Lt).
Therefore,
ρt−1(b) ≤ ρt(b).
In order to generate N12, we first construct two flow
networks N1 and N2. N12 is then generated by appropriately
superimposing N1 and N2. Since no vertices (and hence no
edges) lock at time t, Lt = Lt−1. We also have that At =
At−1 ∪ {a}. As shown in Figure 3c, we build a flow network
N1 on the bipartite graph with vertices At ∪B \ {b} and will
consider a flow f∗1 on it having weight W (At, B \{b}, Lt) on
it. N1 is generated by first adding source s1 and sink t1, where
s1 is adjacent to every vertex in At via 0-weight 1-capacity
edges and t1 is adjacent to every vertex in B \ {b} through
0-weight 1-capacity edges. B \ {b} is also augmented with
|At| dummy vertices, one for each vertex in At. Each vertex
a ∈ At, is connected to its corresponding dummy vertex da
through a 0-weight 1-capacity edge. Each dummy vertex is
also connected to t1 through a 0-weight 1-capacity edge. N1
now has |At| left nodes and |B| − 1 + |At| right nodes. The
flow f∗1 is defined as the max-weight flow over N1 under the
constraint that every edge in Lt−1 must be saturated with unit
flow. The presence of dummy nodes ensures that every vertex
in At is saturated with 1 unit of flow, without affecting the
value of the flow, which is W (At, B \ {b}, Lt−1).
A similar procedure is followed to generate a flow network
N2 on the bipartite graph with vertices At−1 ∪ B. N2 has
|At−1| left nodes and |B| + |At−1| right nodes. We consider
the max-weight flow over N2 under the constraint that every
edge in Lt−1 is saturated with unit flow and denote this as
f∗2 . A similar argument as in the case of f
∗
1 concludes that f
∗
2
has weight equal to W (At−1, B, Lt−1).
Flow-networksN1 andN2 are defined over a common set of
vertices with the exception of b (not in in N1), a and da (not in
N2) where da is the dummy vertex corresponding to a. N1 and
N2 are then superimposed to generate the network N12 - each
vertex is merged with its counterpart, and for edges between
two such vertices, the capacity is doubled, but the weight is
kept unchanged. The weights and capacities of edges that are
incident on either a, da or b are kept unchanged. As shown
in Figure 4a, the vertex set of N12 is At ∪B ∪D ∪ {s1, t1},
where D is the set of dummy nodes for At.
Since f∗1 is a valid flow on N1 and f
∗
2 is a valid flow on
N2, the superposition of f
∗
1 and f
∗
2 denoted f12 having weight
W (At, B \{b}, Lt)+W (At−1, B, Lt) is a valid flow on N12.
Furthermore, f12 is constrained to have exactly 2 units of flow
through every edge in Lt (since in both f
∗
1 and f
∗
2 , every edge
in Lt has unit flow). Defining f
∗ as the max-weight flow over
N12 with the constraint that every edge in Lt has a flow of
2, and recalling that H(f) denotes the weight of flow f over
the network N12, it follows that:
H(f∗) ≥W (At, B \ {b}, Lt) +W (At−1, B, Lt),
(i)
= W (At, B \ {b}, Lt) +W (At−1, B, Lt−1), (12)
where (i) follows from the fact that no node is locked in at
time t and hence Lt = Lt−1. Due to the presence of dummy
nodes having 0-weight edges, there are multiple candidates for
f∗ having the same total weight. One such candidate is the
maximum weight flow on N12 excluding the dummy vertices
(every vertex except a has a flow of 0 or 2, and a has a flow
of 0 or 1 through it). Henceforth, the maximum-weight flow
described below is referred to as f∗:
1) the flow of every unsaturated (having flow 0) vertex in
At \ {a} is saturated by passing 2 units of flow through
the 0-weight edge to its dummy node.
2) If a ∈ At is unsaturated, unit flow is pushed through the
0-weight 1-capacity edge to its dummy node da.
Every vertex in At has 2 units of flow through it in f
∗, except
for a, which has unit flow through it.
In the following, we decompose the edges in f∗ into 2
sets F1 and F2, and show that the F1 corresponds to a
valid matching between At and B with the condition that
all edges in Lt must be included, while F2 corresponds to
a valid matching between At−1 and B \ {b} under the same
condition that the edges in Lt are included in the matching.
The decomposition is as follows:
1) by definition of f∗, every edge to At from s1 is satu-
rated. Therefore, edges to At\{a} are split into two each
having unit capacity, unit flow and weight unchanged
as before, and given to F1 and F2. In Figure 5, these
correspond to the edges (s1, a1), (s1, a2), (s1, a3) and
(s1, a4). The edge (s1, a) is also given to F1.
2) Consider those edges in f∗ between At and B ∪D (all
such edges have capacity at-most 2) that are saturated
with 2 units of flow. In Figure 5, these correspond
to the edges (a1, b2) and (a2, b1). Every edge in Lt
satisfies this criterion. Each such edge is divided into
two identical 1-capacity edges with unchanged weight
and unit flow through them, and one is added to F1
while the other is added to F2. These edges are then
removed from f∗. The rest of the edges between At
and B ∪D in f∗ must have unit flow through them.
3) At the end of Step 1, every remaining edge in f∗
between At and B∪D has unit flow through it. Starting
from any vertex in At ∪ B ∪D on which is incident a
single edge with unit flow through it (a and b are valid
such starting points), form a path alternating between
vertices in At and B∪D using the edges remaining after
Step 1 in f∗. Edges in this path are placed alternately
into F1 and F2 in such a way that the edge involving a, b
or da (dummy node corresponding to a) is put into F1.
Referring back to Figure 5, starting from a, we follow
the path (a, b3) → (b3, a3) → (a3, b4) → (b4, a4) →
(a4, b) and add odd edges to F1 and even edges to F2.
It is always possible for edges involving a, b or da be
put into F1, since any path starting in At and ending in
B ∪D or vice-versa would have to be of odd parity (if
(a, v1) is placed in F1 for some v1, then (v2, b) for some
v2 would have to be placed in F1 without exception).
On the other hand, if a unit-flow edge is incident on da:
a) it must be connected to a (by definition of dummy
edge).
b) only one such unit-flow edge exists (since no edge
can exist from da to any other vertex).
Hence if a is placed in F1 and a unit flow edge to da
exists, the path must have a single edge (a, da). The set
of edges along this path is removed from f∗. Step 2 is
repeated until no vertex remains in At ∪ B ∪ D onto
which a single unit-flow edge in f∗ is incident.
4) Since no vertex in At ∪ B ∪D with a single unit-flow
edge incident on it in f∗ remains, the remaining unit-
flow edges in f∗ must form cycles that alternate between
At and B ∪ D. Moreover, such cycles are guaranteed
to be simple - for every every vertex a′ ∈ At the
incoming flow along the edge to s1 cannot exceed 2 units
and hence a′ can only have at-most 2 unit-flow edges
incident on it. Similarly, for every vertex b′ ∈ B∪D the
outgoing flow along the edge to t1 cannot exceed 2 units,
implying that it can cannot have more than 2 unit-flow
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Fig. 4: Flow network N12 with capacity on edges (edges without flow are excluded)
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Fig. 5: decomposing flow f∗ into sets F1 and F2
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Fig. 6: Matchings constructed from F1 and F2 (unmatched dummy nodes excluded)
edges incident on it. Such cycles are also guaranteed to
have an even number of edges which follows by a simple
parity argument. Each edge in such a cycle is alternately
assigned to F1 and F2 with arbitrary assignment to the
starting vertex.
5) The final set of remaining edges Et1 are those from
B∪D to t1. Every edge having 2 units of flow through it
in f∗ is split into unit capacity edges having unchanged
weight and unit-flow through them. A subset E1 of these
edges is chosen such that for F1, the flow input into
every vertex in B∪D is matched by the flow output due
to the corresponding edge in E1. The set E1 is added to
F1. The remaining edges Et1 \E1 match the flow input
for every vertex in B ∪D in F2. This is because f
∗ is
a valid flow, and hence the flow input at every vertex
in B ∪ D due to F1 ∪ F2, is exactly matched by the
corresponding edge in Et1 .
By this construction, the set F1 represents a valid flow over
a network with source s1, sink t1, left nodes At and right
nodes B ∪D and every edge in Lt has unit flow through it.
On the other hand F2 represents a valid flow over a network
with source s1, sink t1, left nodes At \ {a} and right nodes
(B \ {b})∪ (D \ {da}) and once again, every edge in Lt has
unit flow through it. Thus, the sum of weights of these two
flows, which is equal to H(f∗) must be upper bounded by
the maximum flows over the respective networks (conditioned
on the fact that edges in Lt must all have unit flow through
them). Thus,
H(f∗) ≤W (At, B, Lt) +W (At \ {a}, B \ {b}, Lt),
(i)
= W (At, B, Lt) +W (At−1, B \ {b}, Lt−1), (13)
where (i) follows from the fact that a is the node that arrives
at time t, and also from the fact that no node is locked in
at time t and hence Lt = Lt−1. Thus from (12) and (13), it
follows that
ρt−1(b) ≤ ρt(b).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
To prove Theorem 2, we make use of the well known
online submodular maximization problem [28] (defined next)
for which the online-greedy algorithm is guaranteed to be 2-
competitive.
Problem 4. [Standard Online Submodular Maximization
Problem] Elements r ∈ R arrive online in any arbitrary order,
and a set of bins B are available before hand. Each r on
its arrival must be immediately and irrevocably allocated to
some bin ofB. Given a monotone and submodular set-function
Y (S) : 2R×B → R+, the objective is to find a valid allocation
S of resources R to bins B that maximizes Y (S).
The usual greedy algorithm [28] for the standard online
submodular maximization problem assigns each new resource
to the bin that provides the large incremental gain in valuation,
and will be referred to as GREEDY− ON for the rest of
the appendix. Recall that GREEDY − ON breaks ties between
bins arbitrarily if there is more than one bin with the same
incremental valuation. We will use a particular tie-breaking
rule for our purposes.
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2, we consider an
arbitrary instance of Problem 3, I with valuation function Z(·)
and reduce it to ISM - an instance of the standard online
submodular maximization with valuation Y (·) (Problem 4)
which satisfies the following properties:
1) The valuation of the offline optimal solution to I is
upper bounded by the valuation of the offline optimal
solution to ISM (shown in Lemma 2). In other words, we
show that Y (ΩSM ) ≥ Z(Ω), where ΩSM is the offline
optimal solution to ISM and Ω is the offline optimal
solution to Problem 3.
2) The valuation of G, the solution generated by the
Algorithm 2 on I is equal to the valuation of GSM , the
solution generated by GREEDY− ON on ISM (with a
particular tie-breaking rule). In other words, Z(G) =
Y (GSM ). This is shown in Lemma 3.
Since GREEDY− ON is known to be 2-competitive for any
instance of the standard online submodular maximization
problem [28], in particular ISM , we have that
1
2Y (ΩSM ) ≤
Y (GSM ). From the relation between Y (GSM ) and Z(G) and
between Z(Ω) and Y (ΩSM ) established in Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 as described above, it follows that Algorithm 2 is
2-competitive for Problem 3.
In the rest of this section, we prove Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
Towards that end, we use the following notation in the context
of the standard online submodular maximization problem
(Problem 4):
1) As in Problem 3, we use T to refer to the time horizon
and N as the total number of resources that arrive till
time T .
2) For some k ≤ N , a partial solution S1 is a set of tuples
{(ri, bi), i = 1, 2, . . . , k} with ri 6= rj for i 6= j. A
feasible solution is a partial solution of cardinality N .
3) Given S ⊆ R × B, we define µ(r, b|S) as Y (S ∪
{(r, b)})− Y (S), the increment in valuation of S when
the resource-bin tuple (r, b) is added to S. Given any
feasible solution S = {(ri, bi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N} to
the standard online submodular maximization problem,
with Sj = {(ri, bi), i = 1, 2, . . . , j}, Y (S) can be
decomposed as:
Y (S) =
N∑
i=1
µ(ri, bi|S
i−1). (14)
We now define ISM , the instance of standard online submod-
ular maximization which is constructed from I , the arbitrary
instance of Problem 3 we started out with. The set of bins
and resources in ISM are identical to that of I . The order of
arrival of resources in ISM is also identical to that in I . The
valuation function of ISM is defined in terms of its increments
µ(r, b|S) as:
µ(r, b|S) =
{
ρ(r, b|S), ∀r : Tr ≤ Tb,
0, ∀r : Tr > Tb,
(15)
where recall that ρ(r, b|S) is the incremental valuation of
adding resource r to bin b (in the solution S) in the instance
I . The valuation function of ISM is closely tied to that of I -
a bin in ISM assigns 0 value to all resources that arrive after
its counterpart in I locks. As an example, consider the case
when I is the general AQI problem (for which Z(S) is given
in (4) and (5)). To illustrate the newly constructed instance
ISM of standard online submodular maximization, consider
the simple case of some packet p having only one subpacket
s which arrives at time t0. Thus, to = Tr and t = Tb. From
(15), for every time slot bt where t ≥ t0, the incremental
valuation is defined as:
µ(s, bt|S) = Dp(1)−∆g(Sbt)− Cp(t− t0). (16)
For this example, in the instance I , scheduling subpacket s in
slot bt at any time before t accrues the incremental valuation
Dp(1)−∆g(Sbt)−Cp(t− t0). But beyond time t, subpacket
s is not allowed to be scheduled in the slot bt because it is
locked. It is important to note that this notion of ”locking” in I
is no longer present in ISM - the subpacket s can be scheduled
in the slot bt even after time t and the increment in valuation is
fixed as the quantity in (16) for posterity. Similarly, for every
time slot bt where t < t0, µ(s, bt|S) is fixed as 0 which and
is unaffected by the locking of any bins in I .
With GREEDY − ON, each resource ri is allocated to the
bin b that gives the best local improvement to the partial
solution maintained till that time. Using Gi−1SM to denote the
partial solution output by GREEDY − ON till time Tri (arrival
time of ri) and µ(r, b|S) to denote Z(S ∪ {(r, b)}) − Z(S),
GREEDY − ON allocates resource ri to the bin bˆi that satis-
fies:
bˆi = argmax
b∈B
µ(ri, bi|G
i−1
SM ), (17)
where ∀j,GjSM = G
j−1
SM ∪ {(rj , bˆj)} (tie broken arbitrarily)
(18)
GREEDY − ON has an arbitrary tie-breaking rule.
Lemma 2. Denoting Ω as the optimal-offline solution to I ,
and ΩSM as the optimal-offline solution to ISM , we have
Z(Ω) ≤ Y (ΩSM ).
Proof. Recall that the order of arrival of resources is specified
by Ron = (r1, r2, . . . , rN ). We use Ω = {(ri, b
∗
i ), i =
1, 2, . . . , N} to denote the optimal-offline solution to Problem
3 and Ωj to denote {(ri, b
∗
i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , j}. In any feasible
solution to Problem 3, notably Ω, a resource r cannot be
allocated to a bin b ∈ B that has already locked before
it arrives - any resource r can only be allocated to a bin
belonging to the set {b ∈ B : Tb ≥ Tr}. Therefore, b
∗
i must
belong to the set {b ∈ B : Tb ≥ Tri}, and hence:
Tri ≤ Tb∗i (19)
Using the definition of µ(r, b|S) in (15), it follows from (19)
that:
µ(ri, b
∗
i |Ω
i−1) = ρ(ri, b
∗
i |Ω
i−1). (20)
Summing both sides of (20) over i,
Z(Ω) =
N∑
i=1
µ(ri, b
∗
i |Ω
i−1), (21)
(i)
= Y (Ω), (22)
where (i) follows from (14). We also have that
Y (Ω) ≤ Y (ΩSM ) (23)
This is because ΩSM is the optimal solution to ISM , and Ω is
a feasible solution to ISM as it satisfies the condition ri 6= rj
for i 6= j (any feasible solution to Problem 3 must satisfy
this condition). Putting (23) together with (22) completes the
proof.
For the purpose of Lemma 3, we now introduce a tie-
breaking rule for GREEDY − ON. In Lemma 3, we show
that GREEDY − ON with such a tie-breaking rule generates a
solution GSM with valuation Y (GSM ) equal to Z(G) where
G is the solution generated by Algorithm 2.
Tie-breaking rule for GREEDY − ON, RULE: Denote the
partial solution generated by GREEDY − ON after the first
i−1 resources arrive as Gi−1SM = {(rj , bˆj), j = 1, 2, . . . , i−1}.
At time Tri , resource ri arrives:
1) If maxb∈B µ(r, b|G
i−1
SM ) > 0 and there is a tie, break
the tie arbitrarily (allocate ri to any of the tied b chosen
arbitrarily). In this case, the bin allocated to after tie-
breaking would be such that Tri ≤ Tb, since from (15),
every bin such that Tri ≥ Tb has µ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM ) = 0 and
we are guaranteed that atleast one bin exists such that
maxb∈B µ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM ) > 0.
2) If maxb∈B µ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM ) = 0 and there is a tie, the tie
is broken arbitrarily by allocating ri to any tied bin b
that satisfies the condition Tri ≤ Tb. This set cannot be
empty, as we are guaranteed that bd always satisfies this
condition, since Tri ≤ Tbd = ∞ and µ(ri, bd|G
i−1
SM ) =
ρ(ri, bd|G
i−1
SM ) = 0.
In both cases, GREEDY − ON allocates ri to a bin b : Tri ≤
Tb. Thus, for GREEDY − ON with RULE, we have:
bˆi = argmax
b∈B
{
µ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM )
}
,
= argmax
b∈B:Tri≤Tb
{
µ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM )
}
,
(i)
= argmax
b∈B:Tri≤Tb
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM )
}
, (24)
where (i) follows from the definition of µ(r, b|S) in (15). From
(15) it also follows that since Tri ≤ Tbˆi , µ(ri, bˆi|G
i−1
SM ) =
ρ(ri, bˆi|G
i−1
SM ). Therefore,
Y (GSM ) =
N∑
i=1
µ(ri, bˆi|G
i−1
SM ) =
N∑
i=1
ρ(ri, bˆi|G
i−1
SM ). (25)
Lemma 3. Denote the online solution generated by Algorithm
2 on the instance I as G. Denoting the online solution
generated by GREEDY − ON with RULE on ISM as GSM ,
we have that Z(G) = Y (GSM ).
Proof. Let Algorithm 2 generate a solution G = {(ri, bi), i =
1, 2, . . . , N} and let Gj denote {(ri, bi), i = 1, 2, . . . , j}. By
definition of Algorithm 2, for every i,
bi = argmax
b∈Bt
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1)
}
, where t = Tri . (26)
Note that the set Bt is the set of unlocked bins at time t and is
hence equal to {b ∈ B : t ≤ Tb}. Therefore, at time t = Tri ,
Bt = {b ∈ B : Tri ≤ Tb}. Substituting this expression for Bti
in (26), we get:
bi = argmax
b∈B:Tri≤Tb
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1)
}
. (27)
Let GREEDY − ON with RULE generate solution GSM =
{(ri, bˆi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and let G
j
SM denote the partial
solution {(ri, bˆi), i = 1, 2, . . . , j}. From (24) it follows that
resource ri is allocated to the bin bˆi such that
bˆi = argmax
b∈B:Tri≤Tb
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM )
}
. (28)
Thus, using (27) and (28), we use an inductive argument to
show that:
∀i, bi = bˆi and G
i
SM = G
i, (29)
1) for i = 1, G0SM = G
0 = φ. Therefore bˆi = bi =
argmax
b∈B:Tri≤Tb
{ρ(ri, b|φ)}.
2) Assume that the statement is true for i = j − 1. For
i = j, we have that bˆj = bj since:
bˆj = argmax
b∈B:Trj≤Tb
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1
SM )
}
(i)
= argmax
b∈B:Trj≤Tb
{
ρ(ri, b|G
i−1
⊥ )
}
= bj. (30)
where in (i) we use the fact that the statement is true
for i = j− 1 to conclude that Gj−1 = Gj−1SM . The proof
that Gj = GjSM also follows swiftly, since:
Gj = Gj−1 ∪ {(rj , bj)},
(i)
= Gj−1SM ∪ {(rj , bˆj)} = G
j
SM .
where (i) follows from (30) and using the fact that
Gj−1 = Gj−1SM (since the statement is true for i = j−1).
This concludes the proof by induction.
Therefore, we have:
Z(G) =
N∑
i=1
ρ(ri, bi|G
i−1),
(i)
=
N∑
i=1
ρ(ri, bˆi|G
i−1
SM )
(ii)
= Y (GSM ),
where (i) follows from (29) and (ii) follows from (25).
